Vanilla conceptions
First, something might be a priori in relation to a given inquiry or investigation by being known or assumed prior to that inquiry, something known or assumed ahead of time and taken for granted in the inquiry. What is a priori in this sense can include certain procedures of inquiry and methods of reasoning as well as particular beliefs or assumptions. (There is probably no sharp distinction between procedures and beliefs.) I think that this is the most basic notion of the a priori.
Inquiry might cast doubt on something that has been assumed or taken for granted. The a priori justification that something has in this first sense is therefore defeasible.
Second, something might be biologically a priori through being innate or the result of innately determined development rather than having to be learned from scratch. Philosophers from Plato to Descartes argued that some hypothesis about what is innate is needed to explain our knowledge of mathematics and our ideas of mathematical objects and God. It is of course clear that something about our innate constitution distinguishes our abilities to reason and have justified beliefs from the abilities of other creatures.
In present times, psychologists and linguists investigate how much of our conception of the world's contents and how much of language is determined by our biological endowment and not simply learned from scratch, allowing 2 also that experience may be involved in setting parameters or otherwise tuning procedures and assumptions that are mainly innate.
We may of course come to discover that our innate conceptions are in some ways inadequate. Innately based common sense physics is erroneous in certain cases, leading people to think that, if something is dropped from a moving train or plane, it will fall straight down rather than in the sort of arc predicted by Newtonian theory. This innately supported belief led early airplane bombers to overshoot their targets. In the same way, innately based folk geometry and folk psychology are not wholly correct.
So here are two relatively clear and sensible conceptions of the a priori, something's being prior to inquiry and something's being innate. They are worth thinking about. It is often worthwhile to try to determine the presuppositions of a given inquiry. It is often useful to determine to what extent cognitive resources are innately based and to what extent they are acquired on the basis of experience, a point that has been extremely important in the explosion of linguistic discoveries in the thirty years. I do not want to suggest that the a priori in either of these senses "has no future."
Justification and experience
Matters are somewhat different for a third sense of the a priori that turns out to be much harder to explain. A crude first stab might be to say that the a priori in this third sense is anything that is justified without appeal to experiential evidence. Now, we might understand what is a priori in this third sense in terms of 3 what is a priori in the first sense as follows. Using beliefs and procedures that you start out with, you are justified in arriving at a new belief or procedure without relying on additional experiential evidence. The result is something that is a priori in sense 3.1, let's say.
Or we might understand what is a priori in the third sense in terms of what is a priori in the second sense in a similar way. Using beliefs and procedures that are innate, you are justified in arriving at a new belief or procedure without relying on additional experiential evidence. The result is something that is a priori in sense 3.2.
I do not want to object to either of these notions, the notions of the a priori in senses 3.1 and 3.2. However, someone might object that neither of these senses captures the intended meaning of the third sense of the a priori, because these are not senses in which a person is justified in believing something without appeal to experiential evidence. The thought behind the objection is that prior beliefs and procedures and innate beliefs and procedures are not always justified, which means that, even if you justifiably reach a new belief or procedure in one of the suggested ways, you may not be justified in having that belief or procedure. Furthermore, it may be said, even if you are justified in your initial beliefs and procedures or in your innate beliefs and procedures, your being so justified may depend on experiential evidence, so the result is not justified without appeal to experiential evidence.
However, I doubt that there is any way to make independent sense of this objection and of the resulting third conception without invoking a clearly inadequate "special foundations" theory of justification. Because the special foundations theory of justification has no future, I say that this third sort of a priori has no future if it is to be distinguished from the first two types and from types 3.1 and 3.2.
General conservatism
What I take to be the right theory of justification goes something like this (Goodman, 1955; Quine, 1960a; Quine and Ullian, 1978; Rawls, 1971) . In 
Strong special foundations
In some developments of special foundationalism, the starting points are foundational in the strong sense that they are very secure, like the foundations of a building. They are to be relied on, they will not crumble or lead you wrong. By contrast the starting points in general conservatism are not foundational in that sense, although they are foundational in the sense of being starting points from which you begin. According to general conservatism, having rational beliefs is not like having a house built on a foundation of rock. In Neurath's image, it is like having a boat that cannot be brought into dry dock for repair; corrections must be made as you go along at sea (Neurath, 1959) . General conservatism does not suppose that you start only with secure foundations; the starting points have only a prima facie and defeasible justification. In strong special foundationalism, the foundational starting points have a justification that is not defeasible.
Strong special foundationalism holds that you are not really justified in believing something or in using a particular method of reasoning unless, either that belief or method of reasoning is itself strongly foundational and indefeasible, or it has a justification that ultimately depends only on strongly Another factor pointing in the same direction is that people simply do not associate justificatory arguments with their beliefs and inferential methods. 
Expanding foundations

Reasoning and argument
There is, by the way, a further and extremely important worry about any sort of special foundations theory as a theory of justified belief, when it identifies justification with an argument. This is to confuse the reasoning that might justify acceptance of a new belief or method with the construction of an argument from premises via intermediate steps to a conclusion. That is, it confuses the theory of justification and reasoning with the theory of implication.
In reasoning, you start with your present beliefs and methods and make various changes in the interest of improving the coherence of your view and 9 for the sake of finding answers to questions in which you are interested.
Typically, this involves giving up some of your initial beliefs and methods.
The process cannot in general be represented as an argument whose premises are your initial beliefs, whose rules are the rules of your initial methods, and whose conclusion is your new beliefs and or methods. Your justification for believing the new beliefs or accepting the new methods cannot be such a justificatory argument from justified premises using justified steps to a justified conclusion, because at the end of your reasoning you are no longer justified in believing all of the "premises" and may not be justified in using those methods.
Nor does this mean that your reasons are given by some sort of reductio argument where you assume something in order to show it leads to a contradiction. The point is rather that reasoning is one thing and argument construction is another. Reasoning sometimes (but not always) involves the construction of an argument or argument sketch but cannot be identified with that argument. This fact about reasoning is boringly familiar and I won't emphasize it further (Harman, 1986, chapters 1-3) . My point is that standard special foundationalism depends on confusing reasoning with argument construction.
Verdict about the third type of a priori
My conclusion so far is that there is no reason to believe that there is a distinctive third sense or kind of a priori according to which the a priori is what is justified without appeal to empirical evidence. Any intelligible notion of this sort reduces to to the first sense of a priori, according to which the a priori is that which you know or assume ahead of time at the start of inquiry or that which your initial procedures and beliefs lead you to accept without appeal to new experiential data.
Constructive account of the a priori?
What I have said so far may seem unsatisfactory for a number of related reasons. First, it may seem that there is a pretty clear distinction between at least some cases of a priori knowledge or justification and other cases of a priori knowledge or justification. Perhaps by concentrating on these clear cases, it will be possible to give a more satisfactory account of the a priori than any considered so far.
Second, it may seem to be a mistake to have concentrated on justified belief rather than knowledge. It may be true that one may be justified in continuing to believe something even though one has forgotten one's original reasons, but these reasons might nevertheless be important to the question whether one's belief is a case of knowledge.
Putting these thoughts together, let us consider the view that a priori knowledge can be defined as follows. First, explain how something might be known or believed directly a priori. Second, explain how something might be inferred a priori from other things. Third, say that something is known a priori if it is known because it was arrived at directly a priori or because it was a priori inferred from other things that were known a priori. This might be understood to allow for cases where what is known is retained in memory without the original reasons being retained, or is even acquired from the testimony of others who knew it a priori (Burge, 1993).
Alas, this approach to the a priori reduces to one of the vanilla approaches already considered. This can become clear through considering ways in which philosophers have thought something might be directly a priori, either as a self-evident axiom or as an instance of obviously justified reasoning.
Philosophers have suggested two ways in which something might be directly a priori. One appeals to some sort of faculty of a priori insight, the other appeals to a linguistic or symbolic theory of the a priori.
A priori insight
Let me put off the symbolic theory of the a priori for a moment. Then there seem to be two ways in which there might be a faculty of a priori insight, corresponding to two ways in which you might come to accept something as a basic a priori truth or consequence. First, sometimes something immediately strikes you as true or as following from something else. Second, there are cases in which you cannot imagine how something could be false.
Faculty of a priori insight
Consider the first of these in which you ask yourself a question and are immediately struck with the answer. You ask yourself, "What is the sum of one and one?" and immediately answer "two." You ask, "is it always the case that something is always identical with itself?" and you immediately answer "yes". You ask, "Could something be the case and not be the case at the same time?" and you answer "no". 
Imagination and possibility
Another sort of a priori insight occurs when you accept something because you cannot imagine how it could be false. This is clearly different from the first type, because beliefs and knowledge that pass the immediate judgment 13 test can fail this test. For example, you can easily imagine yourself having a different name. So, while it is a priori for me by the first criterion that I have the name "Gilbert," my having that name is not a priori for me by this second criterion.
Of course, what you can and cannot imagine is itself determined by various of your internal procedures and routines and how you exercise them.
Some people have very limited imaginations; others have wider imaginations.
Can you imagine things that are impossible? There can be pictures of things that are impossible, as in some of Escher's prints, where stairs go always down yet arrive back at the same place. Is that a case of imagining the impossible?
Consider the question whether something can be red all over and green all over at the same time. It may seem to you (as it has seemed to many others) that you cannot imagine such a possibility. From that you might conclude that there is no such possibility. But maybe it is just a lack of imagination.
The color an object looks to have can change depending on the angle with which it is viewed. Imagine that a surface looks red all over when viewed from one position and green all over when viewed from another. Perhaps that is a case in which the object is red all over and green all over at the same time, although not from the same place.
When you thought you could not imagine an object that was red all over and at the same time green all over, you were not considering that possibility. Perhaps you were thinking that you cannot imagine an object appearing to be both red all over and green all over at the same time.
But go back to the surface whose color appearance changes depending on how it is viewed. Suppose that only a slight change in viewing location is enough to get a change from red to green. Suppose that the object looks red to your right eye and green to your left eye. When you decide that something is true because you cannot imagine that it is false, you are using prior beliefs and exercising prior procedures for imagining things, so perhaps this is an instance of type 3.1 a priori. as an argument, is your justification in the latter case and that argument does not appeal to experiential data, so your justification does not appeal to experiential data. However, this is simply the confusion mentioned earlier between reasoning and argument construction. It seems to me that the question whether one is appealing to experiential data in these cases is an uninteresting purely verbal matter.
I conclude that both rational insight approaches fail to distinguish the third type of a priori from the first type or type 3.1.
Analyticity
Finally, I want briefly to discuss a couple of attempts to explain the third type of a priori via analyticity. Both of these attempts supposes that the third type of the a priori has a source in linguistic or symbolic meaning. One approach appeals to meaning conventions or intentions. The other appeals to certain facts about the language faculty.
Symbolic intentions
The first of these ideas goes something like this.
You think using symbols or representations. You have certain intentions about how you are using these symbols. In particular, you intend to be using symbols in such a way that certain combinations of symbols express something something true. Suppose you intend to be using symbols so that the expression E is true.
Then, given your intentions, E is analytic and, in having the thought that you express to yourself using E you are a priori justified and know a priori what it is that you are thinking in having that thought.
Someone might object that this could not give you knowledge of the fact expressed by E; it could at best give you knowledge that E is true given the way you are using symbols. But this objection misses the point.
Suppose you have the relevant intentions and consequently use E to make a judgment. That judgment makes use of E but is not a judgment about E. The claim involved in this version of the symbolic theory of the a priori is that, given your intentions about how to use the terms in E, you are a priori justified in making that judgment using E and therefore have a priori knowledge of the fact expressed by E (whatever that fact is). Quine (1936) A more important objection is that it is unclear how you are to distinguish your meaning giving intentions from other assumptions you make using these symbols. You intend to be expressing certain truths, but which of you intentions determine meaning and which merely reflect your beliefs?
Without an answer to the last objection, this version of the analytic theory of the a priori reduces to what is a priori in sense one, or in sense 3.1.
Language faculty
Quine (1953) argues that there is no scientifically acceptable distinction between analytic and synthetic truths. Chomsky (2000) agrees that this is so for the language of science but disagrees about natural language. An ex-pression in natural language is analytic if its truth follows from the language faculty.
In elaborating this claim, Chomsky observes that a speaker of English can recognize such things as the following. Smith killed Jones implies Jones died in a way that it does not imply Smith died. Smith persuaded Bill to leave implies Bill intended or decided to leave in a way that it does not imply Smith intended or decided to leave. Mary does not like herself implies Mary does not like Mary in a way that Mary does not like her does not imply Mary does not like Mary. Chomsky argues these and other often quite complicated aspects of meaning are not explicitly learned but are available from the start of language learning in the makeup of the initial language faculty.
The resulting knowledge in these cases is a priori in the second way. It is innate or based on assumptions and procedures that are innate in the language learner. The are therefore a priori in the same sense in which common sense physics and geometry and psychology is a priori. I have no quarrel with this sort of a priori.
Change in view and change in language
Some say the analytic propositions are those that cannot be given up without change in meaning. But whether there is change in meaning between one use of language and another is a matter of how best to translate between the one language and the other and has nothing to do with what is a priori.
Conclusion
In this paper I have distinguished a number of different types of the a priori.
The first type of a priori consists in what is prior to a given inquiry: those beliefs, assumptions, and procedures with which you begin the inquiry. The second type of a priori consists in what is innate. For each of these types of a priori we can also allow cases in which one starts with something that is a priori and is justified in reaching a new belief or procedure without making any appeal to new experiential data. I have argued that we should not suppose there is some further sort of a priori explained in terms of a notion of justification what would require a false theory of justification appealing to some sort of special foundations.
In addition to expressing doubts about special foundationalism, I discussed the possibility that one might try to construct a notion of the a priori by considering particular ideas about how knowledge, belief, or reasoning might be directly a priori, direct insight, inability to imagine something false, intentions about use of language, and the language faculty. The resulting notion of the a priori in all of these cases will be either a version of type one a priori or type two a priori or some mixture of the two.
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